Week 5 Home Learning - Please remember this is not mandatory, do what you can that works for you and your family.
Maths
Children to share on
example on seesaw each
week

Must do

Literacy

Must do

Children to share one
example of writing on
Seesaw each week

Can do

❏ Daily maths activity - Fractions word problems (video posted on Seesaw for children)
❏ Daily basic facts - Prototec https://maths.prototec.co.nz/

Can do

❏ Read one story daily on Sunshine Classics and complete activities for story
❏ 10 mins daily writing (by hand). Possible prompts:
-

❏ Prime Maths Books
❏ Mathletics
❏ Prodigy

Instructions to a game you made, or a game you like to play
Persuasive writing: Convince someone that a game you like or made is better than
another game.
Would you rather play a video game or a board game? What are the reasons for
your choice?
Tell a story about the characters from a game you like or made up
Write a story using these 5 words: apple, snake, elephant, plane, guitar

❏ Reading Eggs
❏ Storyline Online/Epic
❏ Own reading
❏ Choice writing on Google Docs
❏ Spellodrome

Inquiry/Creativity focus: Game on!
We can learn so much from all sorts of games, whether it be a strategy, a maths skill, a life skill, how to handle ‘losing’ or how to be a gracious winner, and so much
more! Get out some games this week, then have a go at creating your own game! Here are some activities you can try this week for Game On:
● Play some traditional games with your family or siblings - Connect Four, Snakes and Ladders, Guess Who, Monopoly, card games, Chess, Checkers, dice
games, knucklebones, hopscotch, etc. Share a photo or a video of your game and what skills you can learn from it.
● Make your own playing cards or dice game - invent your own game where you use cards or dice, make sure you include instructions for your game!
● Make your own board game - get creative and invent a board game. Make a board for your game, colour it in and decorate it, make players for your game,
make a box for your game, decorate the box, write instructions for your game and include the aim of the game!
● Invent a maths games that will help us get better at adding or subtracting quickly.
Task to be completed each week and children to share on Seesaw each Friday by 3pm
What Miss Chellew will be doing this week
● I will be posting on Seesaw each day by 9am
● I will be available for responding to email between 8.30am and 5pm
● A class zoom session will be on Monday and Thursday at 12.40pm. Link, ID and password will be posted on Seesaw.

